
Moisey's first-born son was Iogan (Iohonon, Iahonon). Documented information about 
Iogan goes from case C (see Moisey's page) and from personal case D from Kiev 
polytechnic institute. Two copies of Iogan's birth record (Kanev, 1895) are available, 
both cite one and the same metric book 33 but indicate slightly different days of birth.  
 

 
Iogan's birth record (copy issued in 1914, from case C). Another copy issued in 1911 is 
available in case D, with indication of June 16 instead of July 6. June 16 is repeated in 
various later documents. 



 
Iogan's education started from St. Ekaterina technical school [реальное училище, 
something like Realschule in Germany; it differs from classic gymnasium]. 

 
School-leaving certificate, 1913 (copy issued in 1914, from case D). 



According to certificate, his secondary education (8 years, from 1905 to 1913) allowed 
him to enter the universities after completing his military service.  In 1915, Iogan spent 
two month in the 25th infantry reserve regiment, and was relieved from further military 
service because of medical reasons. 

 
Certificate of the military service (copy issued in July 1916, from case D). 
 
One can speculate that not later than in summer, 1916 Iogan got married in Kiev because 
starting from September 1916 he became a student in Petrograd (later Leningrad, later 
St.Petersburg), where his son Ilya was born on May 30, 1917. Iogan's address in July 



1916 is indicated as the village Boyarka (дачный поселок Боярка), Kiev suburb, so he 
left the flat of his parents. We do not know the exact date of his marriage with Leah 
(Elena Sherling), but it surely took place in Kiev in 1916: 
 

 
From catalogue of Kiev archive; unfortunately the original metric record is absent. 
 
In Petrograd, Iogan entered Peter the Great polytechnic institute. 

 
Permission to stay in Petrograd starting from September 1, 1916 (from case D) 



According to stamps visible in case D, at least in 1916 and 1917 his address in Petrograd 
was Ligovskaya 75/77 (coincides with Sherlings' address known from Leningrad phone 
books starting from 1923). His specialization was construction engineering, as one can 
judge from the name of his department. We should mention one specific detail in 
permission shown above: Iogan was allowed to stay in the city and in various suburbs, 
excluding Gatchina, Petergof and other places occupied by tsar palaces. 
 
Not later than in summer 1918, Iogan is back to Kiev. in 1918, he enters Kiev 
polytechnical institute as irregular student of construction engineering department. 

 
Application addressed to the Rector of Kiev polytechnic institute, August 8, 1918 (from 
case D). 
 
In his application, he indicates the address Suvorovskaya, 2 (the same as his brother 
Solomon indicates in 1918), and later we meet the address of Moisey (Vasil'kovskaya 18) 
in case D. We have no documented information about Iogan's graduation from this or 
another institute, and do not know how long was his stay in Kiev after 1918. Starting 



from 1925, Iogan surely lives in Leningrad. His addresses and phone numbers are as 
follows:  
Universitetskaya naberezhnaya 21, tel. 553-73 (1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930? 
1931); in 1937, this address is assigned to E.A. Tsirlina (Elena Abramovna Sherling, 
Iogan's first wife); 
Barmaleeva 4-18, tel. 532-93 (1934), changed for B-5-32-93 (1940); in 1931 and 1937, 
this address is assigned to Lidiya Vladimirovna Osse (Iogan's second wife). 
 
It looks like Iogan married Lidiya Osse between 1931 and 1934. She kept her last name 
Osse accepted from her previous husband, engineer Genrikh Osse (as we can judge from 
their joint addresses before 1931). Lidiya's profession is indicated as technician. 
According to information from David Tuval and Marina Kuvshinova, the name of Iogan's 
and Lidiya's son was Igor. 
 
Starting from 1926, Iogan's profession is indicated as engineer in the Leningrad phone 
books. In 1927, he is also mentioned as a head of department at Semashko plant at 
Novgorodskaya 10a (зав. производственным ленторез.-кустарн. отделением 1го 
пробочного и пробково-изоляционного завода им. т. Семашко). In 1934, his 
affiliation at K. Liebknecht factory is mentioned. Specialization of these enterprises is 
more or less close to mechanical engineering, surely not to construction engineering. 
 
There are numerous indications of Iogan's death on August 13 or 14, 1941, which can be 
found in various WWII official lists; selected fragments are shown below.  There are a 
number of contradictions in details concerning his army status, but there are no doubts 
that he was killed in the Leningrad region, most probably in Mga (Мга) area, and was not 
buried (оствлен на поле боя). Lidiya was evacuated to Troitsk (Chelyabinsk region), 
and information about Iogan's death was sent several times to various addresses. Lidiya 
returned to Leningrad after WWII, in 1969 her address was Zastavskaya 21-98. 
 

 
 

 
 

 


